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Letters
Dear Mr. Seltzer,
Ihappened topickupTHEPRIhIARYSOURCEfor December 16,thinkingitwas the latestissue,and readyouressay, “QueerKindergarten.”
I found it well written and fairly argued, and I congratulate you on exercising your writing skills, something far too many students neglect.
The issue of “gay-positive” education in schools is a hot one, to put it mildly, and I don’t think it’s at all clear what the proper route
to take is. But I think there are a few points you missed in your piece, and I wanted to draw your attention to them.
First and foremost is that educating children about gay people has nothing to do with sexual activity perse, but rather with tolerance
for those who are different. One of the most pernicious stereotypes about homosexuals is that they are defined purely by what they do in
bed. I agree with you wholeheartedly that sort of thing belongs in private. However, gays and lesbians are subject to harassment not for
having sex in public (anyone should be arrested for that), but simply for trying to live their lives.
You rightly point out that those who are offended by a same-sex couple kissing or holding hands can simply look away. But some
offended parties do not draw the line there. The phenomenon of gay-bashing is pervasive and ugly, and it is directed not only at highlyvisible “Queer Nation” types, but at anyone who dares to be seen entering or exiting a gay bar or walking in a predominantly gay
neighborhood. Unlike racially motivated beatings, for example, which generally take place when a victim crosses on to the wrong “turf,”
gay-bashers (usually adolescent males) deliberately travel to gay places to And victims.
With regard to the military ban, you blithely state that “homosexuals who have rightfully kept their sexual orientation to themselves
have been able to perform their duties with no problem.” How far, Steve, do you expect people to go to hide this fact about themselves?
Right now gays in the military have to lie and be on constant guard lest anyone discover them..,. And it goes beyond that: gay bars near
military bases are often searched by military police, or license plate numbers jotted down, to find off-duty service members and prosecute
them. ...
A second problem with your argument is the assumption that sexual orientation is chosen, which it is not. It is a~crueljoke to suggest
that “children could very well adopt a homosexual 1ifestyle”if they learn abourgays in school..... You betray your basic bias, which is that
there is somethingfundamentally wrong with being gay, when you suggestthat children should be discouraged from going in that direction.
fore finally deciding to
Ask any gay or lesbian person, and you will find out that they all went through hell
accept what they could not change. The reason education is needed about homosexualitys do in bed per se, but the
fact that some people’s sexual and intimate feelings are for the same gender-- is that of ev
n minority will grow up
to be gay.
You say the issueof sexuality should be kept out of schools, but it is already there. Ki
daf?oman early age what
“fag” or “queer” means, and those whose deepest identity is developing as gay quickly catch on that they are hated
youthinkthatlittlekidsareasexua1;IfirstrealizedI wasattractedtomalesatabout ageeight,andstartedtohatemyself
By junior high school I was a depressed wreck, didn’ttake care of myself, and skipped school because I was so scared of the kids who called
me “fag”and beat me up a couple of times. Yes, kids call each other names like that all the time, but it hurts a lot more when you know
inside it’s true. Teachers need to get it across that it is no more acceptable to use anti-gay epithets than racist ones.
Studieshaveshownthatmanyoftheyoungmen whocommit gay-bashing areinsecureabout theirown identityandtakeitoutonothers.
A Federal report on adolescent suicide last year found about a third of teens who try to kill themselves are gay. If these young people had
a few lessons early in life that would prevent than from hating gays, a lot of violence would be pqyented.
Your own attitudes about gays are basically tolerant, which is the result of twqdecades of actitism by gay-rights advocates. A few
years ago gays, if they were mentioned at all, were called “perverts”and considered criminally insine. (If you don’tbelieve me, pick up
homosexuals). None of that would have
an old copy of the Readers’Guide to periodicals, say, for 1965, and look up a
changed if normal, successful people who happen to be homosexual had kept their sexual orientation to themselves.
I agree with you that sex belongs in the bedroom (that goes for heterosexual couples too, *me of ~
~
h indeemsly
~
m
ut don’t use that as a smokescreen to avoid the real issue, whic
Sincerely,
t

*.8

Rick Perera
Co-chair
Fletcher Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student Association
:Mr. Perera’s letter had to be edited for length. Readers can obtain a complete copy by contacting THEPRIMARY
SOURCE)
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Commentary
Womyn Rush Fraternities

1992“decoration” of a wall at Hill Hall with a swastika. Though
little has been said about this increase of bigoted attacks, the
University and community at large should seek out the roots of
such hatred and work toprevent possible future manifestations.
The University obviously cannot and should not try to keep
students from harboringprejudicedopinions. Hatemessages on
message boards and answering machines (which are legally
private property), however, should not be tolerated. The AntiDefamation League attributes the risk in anti-Jewish incidents
to the increasing popularity of

The vendetta against fraternities on the Tufts campus
continued last week as women and avowed enemies of the
Greek system turned out for Spring Fraternity Rush. Why?
Candice Greenberg, the most outspoken of the female rushees,
says in her recent Observer article that the voluntary sexual
division of men and women into sororities and fraternities is as
unjust as the racial discriminaanti-Jewishrhetoricpropagatedby
tion of the Old South. Unwilling
various groups, including Louis
to be deprived of “opportunity”
Fmakhan’s Nation of Islam, on
for her $20,000, Miss Greenberg
college campuses. Perhaps it is
has decided that she no longer
not
illogical to attribute the rise in
wants fraternities to die, but now
anti-Semitic
activity at Tufts to
would prefer to join one.
Dr. Abdul Khallid Mohammed’s
It is a question of motives
lecture on campus last spring.
that clouds these arguments. The
The Jewish community sufTufts fraternities have accommofers more blatant prejudice than
dated anti-hazing laws, restricany other group at Tufts. Accordtive alcohol policies, sensitivity
ing
to Dean of Students Bobbie
workshops, and administrative
Knable, “There hasdefrnitely been
oversight. Membershave endured
privacy violations, campus-widepropagandacampaignsagainst an increase in anti-Semitic incidents this year, and we take that
them, and a biased student press all too ready to break any very seriously.” Given the magnitude of the problem, it is not
unflattering story that should arise. Any real or perceived morally right or responsible for the University to tolerate let
impediments fraternities once posed to student life have been alone promote the hatred of certain radical groups. Tufts paid
removed. At this point, The fraternity brothers themselves are $10,000 to bring the bigotry of Dr. Mohammed to campus last
spring. In the future, perhaps the University will exercise better
victims of harassment and oppression.
The fraternity houses Miss Greenberg and others alter- judgement.
nately envy and-hate embody the years of hard work and
Hillary and Health Care: Grand Nepotism
continuous financial contribution of past members, from the
day of each organization’s foundation to the present. EstabTwo weeks ago, the Clinton Administration announced
lished traditions, consistent principles, and concrete bylaws
provided the base upon which these houses were built. If that Hillary RodhamClinton wouldchair aTaskForce todesign
proponents of coedification want to live in impressive houses anational health-care program within the next 100days. Not an
they can be proud of, they should consider constructing a official government job, Mrs. Clinton’s volunteer position
society of their own instead of trying to destroy existing ones. grants her office space in the prestigious West wing of the White
Of course, it may take years for their club to achieve the same House. In her first meetings with the Senate, Mrs. Clinton spoke
national power and prestige as the fraternity system, but this is vaguely, failing to outline any particular plans or ideas. This is
hardly a surprise; she hasn’t had any experience in this area nor
only fair. After all, Professor’s Row wasn’t built in a day.
does she think she needs any. Unbelievable as it sounds, the
Clinton camp actually claims that her inexperience qualifies
Campus Anti-Semitism on the Rise
her; because she has no understanding of the issues, she will be
According to a recent report by the Anti-Defamation more receptive to ideas. At best, Mrs. Clinton will likely be a
league, the number of hate crimes against Jewish students on little more than a mouthpiece for her husband’s policies. And,
college campuses has doubled in the past year. These incidents while Mrs. Clinton’s appointment is touted as “money-saving”
also have appeared at Tufts, where several Jewish students have because she will not be paid for her services, it is simply
received anti-Semitic notes on their message boards and an- wasteful. The U.S. Government already has a Department of
swering machines. Additional anti-Semitic events include the Health and Human Services and a Surgeon General, neither of
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which will figure prominently in the Clinton Task Force. By
placing his wife in this position, President Clinton succeeds
Canada Becomes P.C. Haven
only in building bigger government.
President Clinton’s purportedconcernabout national health
Canada announced that it will consider granting refugee
care would have been more convincing had he arrived in office status to women who claim to be persecuted because of their
prepared with a proposal. Instead, Hillary Clinton’s ad hoc sex. The Canadian government has given permission for a
appointment demonstrates the President’s flagrant disregard Saudi woman to remain in Canada after she said that her views
for existing governmental departments, his lack of prepared- on women’s rights would place her in “grave danger” if she
returned to Saudi Arabia. The woman has tried to go without a
ness, and his tendency toward nepotism.
veil, to travel alone, and to pursue a university education in the
Heal The Sick: Remove The Crutch
field of her choice. Not just an isolated occurrence, Canada is
now evaluating the whole issue of refugee women and preparPresident Clinton’s advisors recently announcedthe possi- ing a blanket policy. Canadian officials claim that their refugee
bility that the top tax rate will be raised beyond the 36% policy “must recognize the full equality of men and women”
promised in the campaign. Other proposed tax increases include and hope to secure “particular social group” status for “persean energy tax and a ten percent surtax on individuals earning cuted” women and homosexuals under the United Nations
Refugee Conventionof 1951.
over one million dollars ayear.
The implications of this deIn addition, the chance that
cision are staggering. A U.N.
the President will limit indecision could make any
creases in entitlement prowoman who leaves Saudi
grams, such as social secuArabia (or anywhere else) a
rity, has dwindled to “unpotential refugee who could
likely,” according to White
seek asylum in Canada, free
Housecommunicationsdirecfrom constraint by the laws of
tor George Stephanopoulos.
her home country. Refugee
President Clinton’s ecostatus was originally created
nomic plan, due to be outto
provide safety for those
lined on February 17, will no
seeking political asylum.
doubt reflect his promise to
Now Canada wants to extend
“ask the economic elite” to
the aegis of refugee status to
pay more in taxes. Proposals
cover women who simply
to raise the top tax rate past
the 36% promised in the campaign and impose an energy tax transgress the social mores of the society in which they live.
have been met by criticism from even the most faithful Demo- This means that any woman who chooses not to conform can
crats. Senate Democratic Leader George Mitchell (Maine) has claim persecution and seek asylum in Canada. At the notgone on record with other congressional leaders, including unforeseeable logical extreme, this liberal immigration policy
Patrick Moynihan and Dan Rostenkowski, saying that a tax will lead to a world in which anyone who is the least bit different
increase past the 36% is not in the best interest of the nation. or who simply feels oppressed can claim to be a “particular
All this talk about taxes and unwillingness to cut entitle- social group” and emigrate. Does this sound a little like
ments can only lead to one conclusion: President Clinton is not “politically correct” thought? An international call for sensitivserious about cutting the national deficit, the national debt, or ity? A refugee policy shouldn’t make the fifty percent (or more)
improving our overall economic standing in the world market. of the world refugees; it should include only those being
Programs such as social security and welfare were introduced persecuted because of their political views.
The United States abides by a much more conservative
over half a century ago in the worst economic period in modem
system
which seems to work well and which makes more sense.
times. Entitlements should have been a temporary bridge to
Traditionally,
we have had different categories under which
help get the country on its way to a sound economic recovery.
people
suffering
well-founded fears of persecution might be
They have become an institutionalized part of the American
economic system, and this is the source of the American admitted. “Female” is not one of these categories. Hopefully,
economic problem. In order to effect a full economic recovery, Canada will outline a fair refugee policy and not set the stage for
cut the deficit and the debt, President Clinton must eliminate reverse-sexist politically correct thought in world politics.
entitlement programs.
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Fortnight in Review
Comedy is allied to Justice.
--Aristophanes

([p Since we’re on the subject of the Super Bowl, readers

might be interested in knowing that the Resident had Texas
Governor Ann Richards and New York Governor Mario
([p Andr6 the Giant died last week while in France for his Cuomo over to the White House to watch the game that made
father’s funeral. Mr. the Giant’s demise came as a great the Gulf War look like an even match. Apparently Mario and
surpriseto executives at the World WrestlingFederationwho Billy had a little bet, because shortly after the big game,
swear that his death was not in the script.
Clinton appointed Cuomo’s son to a position with HUD.

([pSince her ascension to the throne, Her Highness Hillary ([p Have we been the only ones to notice that an active

has banned smoking in the White House. The Queen and her
jester had their first official falling out over this issue with the
missus triumphant. Hillary does, however, understand Bill’s
desire to light up a stogie after a good romp in the Flower
garden, so she has permitted him to smoke on such occasions,
provided that he doesn’t inhale.

CampusCenter anti-Hydro-Quebeccrusader is alsothe member of Tufts’ young SocialistsClub? One great causedeserves
another.. .

[p Hey Tufts Dems! Want to tell your man in the Oval

Orifice what a good job he’s doing? Want to let the old boy
know that you’re not mad that he’s broken all those promises
Members of Tufts Womyn’s Collective have spent the you were dumb enough to believe? Call the White House
past week protesting single-sex fraternities by attending rush comments answering machine at (202) 456-1 111. If you’re a
events all over Professor’s Row.
real Willie backer, you can call his campaign hotline: 1-900gender-based discrimination, ho
SUCKERS($4.50/minute,$5 for those with a net worth over
$200,000).
m C B S News recently ran a story thatcellularphones might
be a leading causeof brain cancer.While this importantmatter
requires further investigation, them is little doubt that watcht the traffic created ing CBS News leads to brain damage.
ming jogs. Secret Service is
by President Clinton’s
on will create less jams by
Recently the White House served a rather politically
d of the take-out line..
incorrect dinner consisting of Roast Tenderloin of Beef
(discriminating against other parts of the cow), baby vegfrom his cave last etables (they are much tastier in the fetal stage), and native
Tuesday, only to be scared by his own shadow.Apparently its Goat Cheese (what’s wrong with foreign goats?)
size ov
ed him. To theLonlooker,we can only guess
Uphill students were excited to learn last week that the
that thi
four years of higher t
University plans to revamp Miller Hall. Touted as an “effithe topic, since our President cientand nifty move”,contractorsplan to “turn the bathrooms
of time dipping back right-side out.”
rpees, we have to dedicate
a recent interview,
I am Rigoberta Menchu, who are you?
sband.., he gets an
od restaurant is not ([pTipper Gore is also taking an active role in her husband‘s
tcompared to, say, adultery? affairs.Sheis servingonHillary’scommitteeas mental health
specialist. We suggest she take a good look at her husband
([pThg Buffalo
Bills:
the
.Jimmy
,
Carter
of
American
footfirst
due to his obsessive-compulsivedisorder with the spot’ ..
ball.
ted owl. Her boss also thinks she’s President of the United
states.
a frat to meet cute girls.

“ , t
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THEPRIMARY
SOURCE
has learned that Film Series, the
President’s Office, and the Programming Board plan to bring
filmmaker Spike Lee to campusfor a lecture. Among his long
list of objectionable statements, Lee has accused the United
States Government of manufacturing the AIDS virus in an
attempt to exterminateblacks and homosexuals.If Lee wants
to be an effective presence on the Hill, we recommend he
spend a little l&s time doing the right thing, and a little more
time getting a clue.

a dress to the first White House dinner, despite a desire to
wear pants. Hillary’s husband also had clothing problems
when the American media caught him with his pants down.
Top ten signs that an Arkansas baby-boomer is in the
White House:

10. Hail to the Chief includes drum solos
9. White House gets Sears vinyl siding
8. Presidential limo sports vanity plates
America’s first lady has recently announced that she 7. White House site of next Harmonic Convergence
wantsto be referredto as Hillary
6. Boss Hog;
- made D.C. Chief
Rodham Clintonby the Americanpublic. Bill, shemaintained,
5. Grateful Dead stickeron Air
must still call her Ms. President.
4.Gun racks placed on all Secret Service vehicles
m T h e New York Zoological
4 3. National flower changed to
cannabis sativa
Society has removed the word
2. Flag recreated in mauve,
zoo from the Broil%!Zoo,C!enbone, and navy blue.
1. Presence of pick-up on cement blocks in Rose Garden
has become “an urban pe’joratire with a limited horizon.”
It’s nice to know that aniWe had long 4susPCtkd that’only baboons and mules were mal rights activists have their piorities in order.., not. An
bage seriously.
foolish enough to take
agent for the Federal Fish and Wildlife Service last week
disguisedhimself in a gorilla suit in a sting operation to catch
We’atTHESouRck were truly shockedto find an advertise- smugglers bringing primates from Miami to Mexico. The
ment in.Thursday’d‘NewYork Times that showed that bell reason for using a human? According to Assistant United
bottomd we back <infashion. Apparently the 70’s have re- States Attorney Dan Gilber, “It’s risky and dangerous to use
makes sense, seeing that we just re- a real animal.” ‘Nuff said.

Ip Smile! (if you can) Only 1,440 more days left in the

It seems that ev& at Berkeley, one can be too liberal. Clinton Administration.
F m e d student Andrew Martinez, AKA “the nude dude” was
expelleafor letting it all hang out for all too long. Apparently WLeaveittotheJapanesetobethefusttostickittotheEcothe university wants to be the only well endowed entity at the FE&OS: In protest of a ban on whaling, the Japanese
Kremlin on the Bay.
governmentis defiantly urging the public to eat whale meat.
We at THE P
~SOURCE
Y will be supportingour politically
W M o r e than 200people in the Pacific Northwesthave fallen incorrect Japanese brethren by holding a barbecue tallow
ill as a result of eating tainted hamburgers from the “Jack-in- candle vigil next week featuring Shmu-burgers and blubthe-Bo%”fast-foode
te House officialsreport that the ber-kebabs.
ident to cancel his upcoming
THEPRIMARY
SOURCE
wishes all of our readers a merry
Kwanzaa.
WBowing to the family-values bunch, Hillary Clinton wore
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Under Siege
Nick GriflGith
of the Senate Armed Services committee, choose from. You attend classes and eat
Although many liberal prophets had pre- has been active in criticizing Clinton’soppo- lunchwith yourfriendsinarelativelycrowded
dicted that darkness would lift at the end of sition to the ban. Nunn has orchestrated a dining hall. You attend more classes, eat
the Reagan-Bush era, the new president’s compromisewith the White House by which dinner in adining hall, do homework, attend
arrival has been anything but illuminating. asix-month period has been set asideinorder any socialevents,watch Letterman andgo to
The process of filling cabinet positions, al- to debate and discuss the issue so that all sleepin an extralong bed. All in all, you have
ready egregiously far behind
schedule, was further disrupted
Now think about the daily
by the forced withdrawal of
life of a soldier or sailor. He
nomineesZoe BairdandKimba
w*~u~whentoldandshowers
One’s character and personal behavior
Wood for the Attorney Genwith a bunch of othermen where
are legitimate criteria for discrimination,
there are no curtains. He is oreral post. Clinton’s attempt to
focus his efforts on the Ameridered what, when, and where to
especially where it affects national security.
caneconomicrecovery was diseat. The soldier must live in very
rupted by his obligation to fulclose quarters with everybody
else. On submarines, where the
fill a campaign promise: to lift
the ban onhomosexualsfrom the U.S. armed sides of the argument can be heard. Advo- crew could be submerged for months at a
forces. In so doing, Clinton has chosen to cates of the ban, such as General Colin time, thereis evenmoreconfinement.There,
sacrifice military efficiency and morale to Powell, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of three bunk beds are fit into the space of two
Sta€f, consider the issue of privacy as the standard dormitory bunks. In overseas field
pay a political debt.
Clinton’s dedication to the homosexual primary flaw with allowing homosexuals to deployments, privacy is maintained only at
an extreme minimum.
issue is intriguing. Surely it is not his honesty serve in the military.
The lack of privacy in the military envior integrity that binds him to the issue. Since
ronment can understandably make one unassuming the office in January, the new
comfortable about sharing close quarters
President has shown no qualms about abanwith one whom might be attracted to him.
doning campaign promises; the tax-cut for
When Petty Officer Keith Meinhold, an
the middle class, the pledge to reduce the
avowed homosexual, was allowed back into
White House staff by 25%, and the plan to
the Navy by a Federal judge, his commandgrant asylum to Haitian refugees have all
ing officer, Captain Gregory A. Markwell,
been waved without reservation. Why, then,
said Meinhold’s re-admission “reduced
has Clinton been so quick to carry out this
morale, efficiency and mission focus within
particular promise to the gay and lesbian
the command.” n e s e effects will spread
movement?
universally throughout the armed services
Clinton’s avid support of integrating
once the military ban on homosexuals is
gays into the military can best be attributed
lifted. Trust, discipline,and cohesiveness of
to the political power of lobbies and activcombat troops will fall victim as well. Durists, critical to his election,who place a high
ing a recent press conference, Senator Nunn
premium on the issue. One must not forget
attributed past success of the military to an
the firestorm of controversy the topic created
even balance between personal rights and
on talk shows acrossthe country. A segment
group efficiency. According to the Senator,
of the population that helped Clinton win the
“The balance must be maintained.”Itwill be
election was the “cultural elite.” Barbara
enormously difficultto achieve that balance
Streisand, Whoopi Goldberg, and company
once the ban is lifted. Exorbitantamounts of
would not have thrown their camera-ready
taxdollarswillbendedtotrainthemilitary
endorsements and Hollywood dollars to the
personnel in an attempt to solve numerous
Democratic candidate so zealously had he
As a student, think about your daily problems that the new policy will create.
not made the pledge. As a result, however,
One option under consideration by Secthepresidentis forced todeliver, much tothe routine. Chances are, you wake up and, if
you have time, take a shower in a tub or stall retary of Defense Les Aspin, the man in
chagrin of the military leadership.
Clinton has faced unsuspected opposi- with a curtain. You brush your teeth and/or
Please see “Siege, “page 19
tion, even from members of own party. shave in a standard-sized sink and make use
Senator Sam Nunn, Democratic Chairman of one of the two to three toilets there are to

-
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1)

The two bearded dudes go at it head-to-head in a no-holds-barred free-for-all to determine who’s number one on the hill!

On the left: Marx

Lie~pan:
1818-1883
Aliases: Pinko, commie, froot-loop, has-been
Education: University of Bonn, University of Berlin
Occupation: “ScientificSocialist”
Most often seen in: Cuba, college textbooks, and museums
Least often seen in: Romania, Czechoslovakia, Russia, etc.
Allies: Environmentalists,feminists,dictators, and President Clinton
Enemies: Ronald Reagan, Adam Smith, and THEPRIMARYSOURCE
Accomplishments:Stalinist purges, Tiananmen Square, the Berlin Wall, and Daniel
Ortega
Hobbies: (former) Wife beating and drinking; (current) Pushing up daisies
Works: The Communist Manifesto, Historical Materialism, and Das Kapital
His drinks: Vodka and Peasants’ blood

NUMBER OF WORKS BY OR ABOUT ON TUFTS’READING LISTS:10

II

I/
’

On the right: God

&

Lifespan: Eternal
Aliases: Jahweh, Allah, Jah, The Big man
Education: Omniscient
Occupation: Custodian of universe
Most often seen in: churches, tempIes, and mosques
Least often seen in: public schools, college campuses, and televangelist

programs
Allies: Priests; Rabbis, and those nuts who hang out in Harvard Square
Enemies: Satan, Sinead OConnor, Nietzche, and John Lennon
Accompllshments:Created entire universe in six days, parted red sea, turned
Nile to blood, and invented women
Hobbies: Walking on water, healing cripples, and electing Republicans
Works: Old Testament, The New Testament, The Koran, andThe Book of
Mormon

His drink: Ambrosia
NUMBER OF WORKS BY OR ABOUT
ON TUFTS’READING LISTS: 2
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F o r progressive children, life is full of oppression from
day one. Lefty kiddies must grow up in a capitalist society,
where their rhetoric and bumbling is not appreciated.
Liberal totsare forced to conceal their identity, and submit
to the dominant power structure. One such manifestation
of this oppression is the board game Monopoly. THE
PRIMARYSOURCEis therefore proud to produce this version
for liberals, so that they too can experience the fun!
0

.

C

T

I

O

N

LOVOU~mdgn a Prodwtlon bv mitoz J. CUMO

CHOICE

.

DIRECTIONS:
Every liberal must select a token repre-

senting their favorite campus organization. Since liberals
tend not to have money, each player can use food stamps
to buy and sell temtory!
Though property can be bought for a certain amount of
stamps, nobody ever officially“owns”it. Others may land
on your property at any time, and may have the option to
re-possess it if they can prove they will treat the land more
environmentally consciously.
Every ten moves players must re-distribute income. All
stamps must be placed in the middle of the board, and
divided equally among all players.
Players may create new “Community Dump” or
“Choice” cards and add them to the respective stacks at
any point. The more regulations the better!
Each timeaplayerpassesgo, he/she/itisentitled to 200
food stamps. If there are not enough stamps left in the
treasury to make this payment, the player may take it from
any other.
If a player is sent to Straight White Male Oppression,
he/she/it must recite two third-world poems, trade
Birkenstocks with another player, and then continue.
If one lands on Welfare, one is entitled to never work
again, if he/she/it so desires. Once on welfare, one can still
receive a salary, without ever rolling the die again.

AFFIRMATIVE
ACTIONPOL1CY:Thoughallplayers may only roll the die once per turn, to compensate for
past injustices, the Pan-African Alliance piece may roll
the die twice each time.

m

TO WIN: mere is no actual way to win, or rather,
everyone wins. If anyone ever gains an insurmountable
lead, he is tobekilled for counter-revolutionary activities.
t
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The Tufts Curriculum
Despite the many requirements to graduate from Tufts, students can spend four years in college
without cracking the cover of Shakespeare, learning calculus, studying American history or
reading the Bible. One hundred years ago, when the canon didn’t mean a poorly spelled painted
artillery piece between Ballou and Goddard Chapel, all Tufts students were required to study the
greatest texts of the Western world. Today,leftist tracts printed on recycled paper from publishing
houses in Boulder and Berkeley represent the literary drivel of choice.
Compare a hypothetical reading list for a student from 1893 with that of a student from 1993.
Charles Tufts, Class of 1896

Latin (Caesar, Cicero, m i d , and Virgil)

Greek (Xenophon and Homer)
Ancient History (Herodotus)
Mathematics (Euclid)
Science (Darwin)
Religion (Old Testament)
English (Chaucer, Milton, Shakespeare)

11
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Chuckie Tufts, Class of 1996
I Rigoberta Menchu, by herself (History 148)
Gay and Lesbian Liberation Movement, (Sociology 20
Rethinking Columbus (Education 110)
Main Currents of Marxism(Experimental College 48)
Hiddenfrom History: Reclaiming the Gay and Lesbian
Past (History 123)
BeZoved, Toni Morrison (English 2)
Black Power: The Politics of Liberation in America,
Stokley Carmichael (History 194D)

Newspeak: Speech Codes on Campus
Ted Levinson

T o comparetheprevailing atmosphere on
college campuses to George Orwell’s 1984

might appear a bit trite; George Will has
already written several columns making the
connection. James Kilpatrick chronicled the
Newsweek devoted a cover story
tocampus“ThoughtPolice.” Yet
comparisons continuetobemade
because the similarities are remarkable- Draconian speech
codes have challenged the very
roots of the University and de-

-

versity of Connecticut barred “the conspicuous exclusion of another student from conversation” and “inappropriately directed
laughter.” Here at Tufts in 1990the campus
was divided into three zones, each with its
own policies:

code was only in effect for one month before
President Jean Mayer revoked it. While it
was enforced, however, a student was tried
for calling out “Hey Aunt Jemimah!” to a
bandanna-wearing friendof his, consequently
offending a black student within earshot.

It is particularlydisturbingthat free speech
shouldbe mostthreatenedin the University,
which by its very nature, should be a haven
Of
and

sity Professors, or the ACLU.
In Orwell’s 1984 Newspeak was
designed to squelch opposition to authoritarian rule by suppressing certain
words and consequently certain
thoughts. Concepts such as freedom
and morality were discarded to further
Big Brother’s domination. Similarly,
under the guise of protecting students,
particularly minorities, from harassment, speech codes have selectively
been used to control campus conservatives. Debating Afrocentrism, affirmative action and gay rights is taboo
nowadays. Only one view is tolerated
and it’s not the conservativeone.
Speech Codes have taken many
differentformsranging fromthemerely
unconstitutionaltothe truly bizarre. At
Brown, “Inappropriate verbal attention either intentional or unintentional
may constitute harassment;” while the
University of Michigan banned harassing speech on the basis of “race, ethnicity,
religion, national origin,sex, sexual orientation, creed, ancestry, age, marital status,
handicap, or Vietnam-era status.” The Uni-

tion of their privacy and freedom from annoyance” even at the cost of free speech
rights.
It is fortunate that at Tufts the speech

cluded that “the student had
no right to make the remark,”
and disciplined him for his
words.
Immediately after the
school year began a group of
students formed the “Free

the inappropriate action is directed”
and the likes of Anita Griffey, President of the African-American Society who found the code necessary
because “the racial climate on the
Tuftscampusis tense.”MyraFrazier,
a member of the student government, rejected all appealsto the First
Amendment because according to
her, “We have to keep in mind that
the Constitution is a product of the
society and culture in which it was
written, namely one controlled by
white, property-owning men.”
In his book TenuredRadicals,Roger
Kimball notes that “It has often been
observed that yesterday’s radical is
today’s tenuredprofessororacademic
dean.” A conversation I had with
Associate Dean of Students Bruce
Reitman last week demonstrated
these words all to clearly. As a student, Dean Reitman marched and
protested for free speech at Tufts in 1967.

Continued on next page
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a new right wing.” But last week
he conceded that his earlier decision reflected poor judgement.
It is particularly disturbing
that free speech should be most
threatenedinthe University,which

Professors abuse their positions of
authority and control thought in the
classroom.
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When conservativespeakers do make it to campus, they
oftenfacebelligerentcrowdsthat
censor their speech through violence and heckling. Sometimes
the students’ hooliganism be-

Excise Tax, Excess Waste
Joe Selby
Repressive tax laws enacted by the state
government have forced northern Massachusetts liquor store owners to close their
doors. Due to the price hikes followingafive
percent sales tax increase, consumers are
“running for the border.” Excise taxes on
liquor were increased as recently as January
1,1992. Last month, the price of a pack of
cigarettes was raised by 25 cents (an increase
of 12.5%). In recent years the bottle bill and
high excise taxes have hurt retailers, wholesalers, manufacturers, ‘ thbse employed in
these industries, and the Massachusetts consumer. Instead of raising more revenue for
the state, as our legislators believe, the regressive taxes they support export jobs and
business to New Hslmpshire. In fact, decreases in state revenue almost always accompany excise tax increases.
In 1919, the United States Congress
passed the eighteenth Amendment to the
Constitutionprohibitingthe
sale, consumption, man
facture and uansportation
of any intoxicating liquors.
Previously, the control of
the liquor industry was left
tothestatelegislatures. *This
amendment eliminated
states’ rights to make laws
governingthe sale ahd cow’
sumption of alcohol.
Prdhibition was, to be
kind, a complete failure. It
turned legitimate
sians into criminal ktivities. Prohibition
gave tremendous power to organized crime
by makifig an easily produced and sold substance illegal. In light of this fact, Congress
st Amendment on December 5 ,
ing the 18th amendment, and
returnifrg control of
or industries to
the states.
The Stflte of New Hampshire had enactedprahibitionlawd’priorto the eighteenth
Ahenddent and did rlot entirely repeal its
state-wide’prohibitionary p o k y after the
21st Amendment. Instead, New Hampshire
chose to Maintain a rhollopoly on the retail
and wholesale saleof all intoxicating liquors
in the state. The Commonwealth of Massa-

chusetts, on the other hand, permitted private corporations’ involvement in liquor
sales. In order to keep organizedcrimeout of
the liquor industry, Massachusetts passed
licensing and zoning laws, including athreestore limit on liquor store ownership and a

possesses more power to control prices and
restrict the profits of the industry than the
government of New Hampshire. Never are
New Hampshire liquor prices raised to fill a
gap in state revenue or to accompany an
increase in state spending. Massachusetts
can and does interfere
with liquor prices, destroyingthecompetitiveness of its stores.
Instead of raising more revenue for
Comparison of
the state... the regressive taxes...
stores in both states reveals the effect New
export jobs and business to New
Hampshire
stores have
. Hampshire.
on thosein northernMassachusetts. According to
a Dartmouth study, one oflimit on thenumber of storespercity.Today, ficial goal of liquor stores was “Charging
these laws hamper competition and hurt low prices so as to dominate the northern
sales by imposing ceilings on expansion.
Massachusetts msket...” In 1980, 55 to 60
It is important torememberthat, though percent of liquor sales in New Hampshire
the State owns every liquor store in New were to non-residents, almost all of them
Hampshire, the stores are from Massachusetts. This percentage has
run as a private corpora- only increased over the last 12years, thanks
tion. In “The Economics to New Hampshire’s strategiclocation of its
of theNew Hampshire Li- statestoresalongmainroads andin shopping
quor Market,” a study re- centers right across the border. Northern
leased by the economics Massachusetts stores have been devastated
department at Dartmouth anddrivenoutofbusiness by thelowerprices
College, statesthat “...over in New Hampshire.
470 employees...repon to
The high excise taxes in Massachusetts
the Director of the Mer- ensure the Granite State’s prosperity. Curchandising and Accounts rently, the tax on a 1.75 liter bottle of 80
(DMA), who acts more or proof liquor is almost two dollars. Even
less as the chief executive counting gas and tolls, a visit to New Hampfficer of a private corpo- shire to purchase a couple of alcoholic beverages can save money.
hestateliquor
In order to stay in business, many Massachusetts liquor retailers have been forced
added to the
state revenue
n a state where there is tolowerprices to counter statetax increases.
neither a state income tax nor a sales tax, the These price cuts lower profits, forcing many
profits fromliquor stores form a large per- retailers toeither reduce workers’ salaries or
centage of state revenue. The New Hamp- simply reduce the number of names on their
shire government does not control any “as- payroll, putting many people out of work.
A study by the American Legislative
pect of the stores’ pricing or sales behavior.
The people who run the stores are experts in Exchange Council (ALEC), released in July
theirfieldand theyruntheircorporationlike 1990, states that “...from 1975 to 1988,
Massachusettshad an average annual loss of
any other,
Though it might seem as if liquor retail- $27.4 million in excise tax revenue and
ing laws in Massachusettsare less repressive
than those in New Hampshire, this is not the
Please see “Excise, ” on page 19
case. Massachusetts government actually
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Madame President’sAgenda

w*

Steve Seltzer

Ith the Clinton Administration firmly
entrenched in the White House, the new
President has made clear his intentions to
provide his wife, Hillary, with agreat deal of
political power. Mrs. Clinton now occupies
an office in the West wing of the White
House where she heads a committee to reform the U.S.health care system. Just what
sort of an impact will this move have on
Toanswerthatquestionone
must take a retrospective
look at the political and
ideological history of
Hillary Clinton.
In 1965, when Hillary
Rodhamentered Wellesley
College, she was a conser-

Rodham entered the real world with the (LSC). The LSC, started by Congress, is a
agenda of implementing her ideals nation- federally-funded, private organization that
ally. The First Lady’s landmark “progres- offers legal aid to the indigentin non-crimisive” action was her work in the area of nal cases.
chidren’s rights. She sought to revamp the
In 1980,during Hillary’sreignas Chairassociation between the government and the man, the LSC channeled tax monies into an
family. Mrs. Clinton proposed three meth- operation called the “Proposition Nine Task
ods for doing so in her 1974essay “Children Force.” The goal of Proposition Nine was to
under the Law.” First, she disposed of the reduce Californiastateincometaxes by 50%.
legal “minor” status and declared minors The Task Force sought to organize 500

[Hillary’s] history indicates that she
is not a moderate, but a radical of the
far left.
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on the LSC dole to work
against PropositionNine,
even though the LSC’s
charter specifically prohibits such political
machinations.A 1983report conducted by the
Comptroller General of

“Hillary,”from previous page.

“Siege, ’from page IO

appointments. The Court denied the motior
on the grounds that four members of the
present board were recess appointments
including Hillary Clinton herself.
The LSC under Hillary Clinton wen1
well beyond the boundaries of its initial and
most basic purpose- to furnish legal assistance for the poor. By initiating political
activityandnetworks, and usingpublic funds
to endow these efforts, Mrs. Clinton took
unfair advantage of her position. Her indulgent management of the LSC betrayed the
trust the public instilled in her.
In 1987. after her stint with the LSC,
Hillary Clinton went on to assume the position of Director and Chairman of the Board
of Directors of the New World Foundation.
The Foundation, well-known as a supporter
of many prominent liberal groups, backed
numerous far-left organizations under
Clinton’s leadership.
In 1988, The New World Foundation
donated $5,000 to the Committee in Support
of the People of El Salvador (CISPES) Education Fund. CISPES was founded in order
to drum up support for an El Salvadoran
Communistguerillaleague.That same year,
New World providedFairnessand Accuracy
in Reporting (a group that pledges to expose
conservative bias in the media) with $2,500.
ThenextbeneficiaryofHillary’sNewWorld
Foundation was the Christie Institute, which
holds that the CIA and Special Forces have
been behind numerous conspiracies over the
past twenty years. In 1987, Hillary granted
$15.000 to the National Lawyers, Guild, a
group that has remained inclosecontact with
the American Communist Party throughout
the years. These grants indicate a hard left
bias on Hillary’s part, consistent with all of
the other political maneuvers of her career.
Bill Clinton labels himself as a moderate, unlike his previous Democratic Presidential nominees. One waytotellifClinton’s
self-imposed label has any merit is to examine the people with which he surrounds
himself. The person who keeps the closest
company is his wife Hillary. Her history
indicates that she is not a moderate, but a
radical of the far left.,As Hillary’s role in
nationalpolicy widens, oncecan only expect
that shewilluseherpowertodeliverAmerica
all the way to the left of the political spectrum.

charge of drafting the order for President
Clinton to sign, is segregationof homosexuals fromheterosexuals. As SenatorBobDole
of Kansas noted, however, that consideration acknowledges that there will be problems if the order is put into place- contradicting Clinton’s charge that homosexual
integrationwill not be overly problematic.In
the military, men and women are separated
in an effort to respect privacy and to avoid
fraternization.Ifhomosexualsare intermixed
with heterosexuals, both guidelines will be
violated. If homosexualsare segregated,fraternization certainly could not be circumvented.
An argument raised by proponents of
lifting the ban on homosexuals is that the
prohibition is a violation of constitutional
civil rights. Again, the contrasts between
civilian and military life must be taken into
account. Members of the armed services
enjoy far fewer freedoms than civilians. The
military is a society in and of itself with its
own strict rules and traditions. For example,
if a military law is broken, the soldiers
usually go to military court proceedings with
a military judge, military lawyers and a
military jury. Such detachment from the
outside world is vital to an effective fighting
force.
One major problem that many military

officials have with President Clinton’s proposal is that he and other outspoken supporters have little or no experience in the armed
services. Clinton has had no military kxperience at all (other than being Commander-inChief of the Arkansas National Guard), and
is publicly perceived as a draft dodger. The
leaders of the National Gay and Lesbian
Task Force probably aren’t experts on military matters either. The six members of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, however, collectively
have close to two centuries of dedicated,
loyal service to their country. Their knowledge and background is apparently not of
consequence to the president.
Another rather repugnant argument
made for the new policy is that it mirrors
President Truman’s admirable order to integrate minorities into the military. Such a
comparison cannot be made because the ban
on homosexuals focuses on how people lead
their lives, not their skin color. One’s character and personal behavior are legitimate
criteria for discrimination, especially where
it affects national security. Therefore, the
status quo must be maintained, and President
Clinton should move on to more important
matters.

‘%xcise, from page I 7

ALEC study concludes that “while the objective is to raise money’to fund state programs, excise taxes often are counter-productive and the result is lost revenue, lost
business to neighboring stateswith lower tax
rates and lost employment opportunities for
state residents.”
Lowering or even abandoning excise
taxes on liquor, beer, wine, and cigarettes
would do Massachusetts a great service.
Studies have conclusively shown that lower
taxes would mean more funding for state
programs,morejobsforstateresidents,higher
profits for small business owners and lower
prices for consumers. A case for keeping
these taxes can be made only by the people
they help: the residents of New Hampshire.

Mr. Seltzer is a freshman majoring in
Biology.

$132.6 million inretail sales fromresidents’
buying in New Hampshire.’’ The study also
says that “Massachusetts also lost approximately 1546 wholesale and retail jobs with
$14.7 million in compensation annually.”
The combination of good business by the
New Hampshirestores and big tax increases
by the Massachusetts state legislature has
crippled an entire industry and created unsmployment that costs the Commonwealth
vast amounts of revenue.
Repressive taxes cripple not only the
liquor retail industry, but other products as
well. The ALEC study showed that “crossborder sales [to New Hampshire] cost Massachusetts nearly $19.7 million in cigarette
tax revenue a year and $47.7 million in tax
Fevenuefrom wine anddistilledspirits.”The

Mr. Grimtk is a sophomore majoring in
International Relations.

Mr. Selby is a freshman majoring in Biology.
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Greenscarn: What ECO Doesn’tWant
Chris Weinkopf

insignificant compared to those released by toll on “Mother Earth.”
Hydro-Quebec, argue the bleeding hearts, alternativeenergy sources. Hydro-Quebec’s
Conservationists, in fact, should apis the great Satan of all environmental haz- greenhouse emissions equal only one per- plaud Hydro-Quebec for its efforts in their
ards. The Persian Gulf oil spill, the burning cent of those produced by even the most direction. The corporation has already inKuwaiti oil tankers, and the carcinogenic modern fossil fuel burning facility.
vested $1.44 billion in its Energy Efficiency
The doomsayers contend that Hydro- project, which targets energy conservation
fumes cranked out of Eastern European
Stalin-erafactories are all meaninglesscom- Quebec is unnecessary because due to “con- and consumption management. Hydropared to devastating Canadian hydro-elec- servation” techniques, extra energy is not Quebec’s cohservationist efforts will save
tricity. The green opponents L
what amounts to 7.8 percent of
of Hydro-Quebec have dethe forecasted total energy descended wonthe
Their
mand for 1999.
Hydro-Quebec’s greenhouse emissions
agenda: aTCU Senate resoluThe proposed Senateresoequal only one percent ofthose produced by
tion calling for Tufts’ divestlution against Hydro-Quebec
ment from the project.
even the most modern fossil fuel burning alsochargesthecorporationwith
Unfortunately the TCU
“the permanent alteration of
facility.
Senatehastilycalledforawithcrucial caribou calving

-

some environmentally displeasing results, but that is no reasdn to abandon
thousands of years of technological
progress. As a modem civilized society, we should seek those forms of
power which are the least ecologically
harmful. Hydro-electricity,the cleanest
viable energy sourcetoday, is the logical choice of any true environmentalist.
Tufts, as anenvironmentally-con
University, should supportHydro-Quebec .
“Caribou Lw”Does
tion to divest from Hydro-Quebec alleges that, among otherthings, the Canadian power development will result
in “the release into the atmosphere of
unquantified amounts of greenhouse
gases...” A goodpoint,but one that only
tells half the story. The greenhouse
gases produced by Hydro-Quebec are
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The proponents of divestment primarily cite the alleged expl
Hydro-Quebec. The liber
of the Indians’ plight is
ample of radicals veiling their wants as
the wishes ofothers.Hydro-Qtiebec has
bot been imposed on Cana
it was agreed to in an exten
known as the James Bay
Quebec Agreement. This dctord, in
addition to giving Hydroright to develop its facilit
the aboriginal people educ

percent of the Cree voted to‘bccept its
conditions. Though two villages
rcent) ofthe Inuit

..

. ..

.

.,

You to Know About Hydro-Quebec
population boycotted its referendum, 95.8%
of those who votedchosethedevelopmentof
Hydro-Quebec.
Sincethe Agreement’ssigning, theCree
and Inuit have prospered. The health care
provided by the agreement has increased the
average native life expectancy by 25 years
and halvedtheinfantmortalityrate. Whereas
in 1975, the Cree of northeast Canada had
only six villages and a population of 7,003,
they now boast nine villages with a total of
11,125inhabitants--anannualgrowthrateof
3.5%- twice as fast as the rest of Quebec.
The number of Inuit has expanded from
twelve villages and 4,900 people in 1977to
fourteen villages with a total of 6,77 1 residents in 1991.
In total, Cree and Inuit organizations
have received over 200 million dollars in
direct payments from the Canadian government. ECO’s Senate, resolution states that
Hydro-Quebec has “ciiused the disruptionof
the traditional way of life of the indigenous
Cree peoples of the fames Bay region ...”
This claim, however, lacks a basis in fact.
Hydro-Quebec has initiated an income security program intended to help
preserve traditional Cree ways
of life by subsidizing unsuccessful Cree hunters, trappers,
and fishers. Hydro-Quebec has
already spent more than $10.6
million on this project, an averageof approximately$8,500per
tcaditional-lifestyle Cree family. The program has been so
successful in preserving Cree
traditions that the number of
Cree familiesthat trap, fish, and
hunt as a means of subsistence,
rose from 600 in 1971 as to
1,200 in 1991.
In addition to aiding the
preservation of native culture,
Hydro-Quebec has been instrumental in bringing about the
modernization of Indian society. Many James Bay area Crees now live in
mes and are provided with elecnning water by Hydro-Quebec.
The utility has also spent over 27 million
dollars .on training programs for Cree and

Inuit workers. Of those trained, 75% will any of its costs, the Cree leadership has
graduate to become electricians, mainte- jumped on the liberals’ bandwagon by callnance mechanics, office clerks, and line ing for divestment. It should be noted that
personnel.
only four years ago,theCree leadership sang
The Hydro-Quebec project has vastly a markedly different tune. In 1989, Grand
improved the economy of the Quebec prov- ChiefMatthewCoon-ComesaidoftheJames
ince, particularly for Indian resiThe health care provided by the agreement
dents. Phase
has increased the average native life
I of the Hydro-Quebec
expectancyby 25 years and halved the infant
construction
mortality rate.
p r o v.i d e d
200,000 full
daysof work
for Cree citizens. In 1988 and 1989, Hydro- Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement, “[It
Quebec signed contracts worth $24 million gave us] access as a people with assurances
with Cree Constructionand Air Creebec, the for the preservation of our hunting, fishing,
Cree Airline. In 1989, Cree Construction and trapping way of life, our language, our
alone was awarded $40 million in Hydro- culture.Under the terms of the agreementwe
Quebec contracts. The controversial La gained what we never had before, control
Grande Complex has set the goal of hiring at over education through the Cree School
Board, control of the health and social serleast 150 Cree people.
Despite the fact that an overwhelming vices, control over the government, of our
majority of northeastern Canadian Indians lands, a strong voice in the approval of new
projects in the temtory, rights
in respect of the resources of
the land, rights in respect of a
mcdifiedsystemofjusticeand
police protection, and guarantees of major and important participation in the developmentof sub-arctic Quebec.”
Liberal activistsclaimthat
former Cree support of the
JamesBay and Northern Que&Agreementis illegitimate,
as the natives were unaware
of or misinformed about the
full extent oftheitagreement.
The Creeeven tried to use this
’ argument in aCanadian court
to invalidatethecontract.The
Federal Court of Appeals of
Canada,however,ruledin Novoted in su
s devel- vember that “The benefits received and conopment, American liberals have uniformly cessions made by the aboriginal parties were
decided that it is not in these indigenous received and given freely,
groups’ best interest. Hoping to retain the
benefits of Hydro-Quebecwithout enduring
Continued on next page
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Continuedfrom previous page

ECOnomics

that inexpensive energy is in our economic
best interest. Furthermore, approximately
95% of the heavy machinery needed to
completethe Hydro-Quebecprojects is built
in the United States. Expenditures for this
machinery total between eight and fourteen
percent of the Hydro-Quebec project.

Environmental radicals are not famous
for
their
economic acumen. ECO’s position
after serious thought, in a situation which
on
Hydro-Quebec
does little to dispel this
was, to use theircounsel’sexpression, one of
stereotype.
One
ECO
pamphlet reads “On
‘give and take.”’
the
surface
[Hydro-Quebec]
bonds offer a
Even though the Cree advocate Tufts’
good
financial
return.
However,
with the
A Call for Reason
divestment from Hydro-Quebec, they hold
rapid
improvements
in
conservation
tech$63 million in the corporate bonds which
niques reducing the need for new sources,
The negligible impact of mercury water
they have chosen not to sell.
such financial gains could be short lived.” contamination hardly merits Tufts’ divestOne can only hope that such economic rub- ment from Hydro-Quebec, especially when
Mercury in the Water
bish is never paid any serious consideration. one considers the economic liabilities of
Thedemand forelectricity inNew York, suchactions.Bonds arepurchasedgoods;for
The strongest argument against HydroNew
England, and Canada has increased the university to “withdraw” from HydroQuebec is that the redirection and damming
Quebec, these
of rivers releases naturally occumng merr
bonds must be
cury from the riverbed which contaminates
sold. Not only
the waters, often for periods as long as
On average, hydro-electricity costs 4.2
would the sale
twenty or thirty years. Though undeniably
cents per kilowatthour,as opposed to 6.2
of Tufts’ Hyenvironmentally hazardous, the effects of
dro-Quebec
cents for nuclear power and 7.5 cents for
mercury contamination are short-lived and
holdingshave a
not damaging enough to merit an abandonthermal energy.
minimal effect
ment of the entire process. The Canadian
I
on the overall
government carefully monitors the leveI of
operation
mercury in James Bay waters and instructs
steadily
throughout
recent
years.
With
sum(which
is
worth
over
$25
billion),
but as a
the indigenous people as to which fish are fit
mer
power
shortages
becoming
increasingly
result
the
University
could
lose
hundreds
of
for consumption and which are not.
common,
additional
sources
of
electricity
thousands
of
dollars
by
selling
at
a
bad
price.
The Canadian government also moniare an ideal short-term investment. If, as The loss of future revenues from the bonds
tors the level of mercury in the natives’
ECO contends, would also be financially debilitating. The
bodies bv testthe demand for whims of environmental extremists could
ing samples of
energy
does de- likely effect a further increase in tuition
their hair. A rein
the fu- rates.
crease
cent hair analyLike any energy source, Hydro-Quebec
sis conducted
ture because of
conservation,
is
not
perfect. It will alter thousands of miles
among those
Hydro-Quebec
of
land
and partially disrupt a very diverse
most endanwill
still
be
a
and
important
ecological system. Hydrogered
by merviauie investalso
alter the lifestyles of the
Quebec
will
cury poisoning
ment.
If
energy
18,000
native
inhabitants
of northeastern
put the effects
needs
decrease,
Canada.
However,
Hydro-electricity
is the
of contaminacleanest
formof
power,
and
its
advancement
older,
less
effition into percient, and more is environmentally in the best interest of the
spective. Of
e- x-. p e- -n -s .i -.
v -e U.S. and Canada. Though the Cree and Inuit
women who
gave birthduringthetestperiod,themercury sourceswill be the first to lose business-- not do need to make some sacrifices for its
posed no threat to the health of their babies. Hydro-Quebec. Hydro-electricity is not only development,their overall standard of living
Among adults over the age of forty (those the cleanest form of energy, but it is also has undoubtedly improved as a result. The
among the least expensive. On average, James Bay and Northern QuebecAgreement
whomost strictly adhere to traditional means
of feeding themselves) none exceeded the hydro-electricity costs 4.2 cents per was voluntary; just because it has lost favor
risk limit established by the Cree Board of kilowatthour, as opposed to 6.2 cents for among elements of the Cree population and
Health and Social Services of James Bay. nuclear power and 7.5 cents for thermal environmental radicals does not mean that
Hydro-Quebec should shut down or that
The increase in the life expectancy and energy’
Another ECO-distributed pamphlet Tufts should sacrifice its financial assets.
improvement in the overall health of the
Creepeopleis testament to the limitedreper- states that divestment from Hydro-Quebec Regrettably, the Senate chose what is politicussions of the temporary mercury poison- will “help our local economy.” Not accord- cally correct rather than what is right.
ing to most economists, who would argue
ing of Quebec waterways.
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Mr. Weinkopf is a sophomore majoring in
Political Science.
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I
WHAT NEXT?

Liberty or Welfare State?
A One-Day Regional Student ConferenceSaturday, February 27
Gutman Library Conference Center, Cambridge, Mass.
Join students from the entire northeast to learn about and discuss the
direction of contemporary politics: toward the free market and individual rights or toward a bigger welfare state and more paternalism.

Easy Registration by Phone

1=800=697=8799
-

(Monday to Friday, 9:00 am 6:OO pm EST)

Free admission with pre-registration includes lunch.
Friday night crash space is available to students travelling from
outside the Boston area.
Sponsoredby the Institute for Humane Studies at George Mason University,
4400 University Drive, Fairfax, VA 22030-4444.

Bring TM”’Voice of Reason Into Your Home for Just $lo!
---
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NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE
22. Be Quoted on the back page of THEPRIMARY
No wonder inheritance taxes are so high. Dead Diplomacy is one third protocol, one third
rich people aren’t much of a constituency.
SOURCE..
alcohol, and one third geritol.
--Rachel Levine (50 Things to Do at Tufts
--Arthur Laffer
--Adlai Stevenson
Before I Graduate)
.!faman really wants to make a million dollars, The more profound problem, however, is the
You can leada boy to college but you can’tmake the best way would be to start his own religion. degree to which many academic intellectuals,
--L.Ron Hubbard
him think.
especially in the humanities, have lost their
--Elbert Hubbard
ability to distinguish the “state”from “society.”
They’ll have to shoot mefirst to take my gun
--Stephen Cox
--Roy Rogers
Mine is better than ours.
--BenjaminFranklin
Government does not solve problems-- it
There is no such thing m afree lunch. That is the subsidizes them.
Is it a misfortune that magnificent California sum of my economic theory. The rest is
--RonaldReagan
was seizedfrom lazy Mexicans who did not know elaboration.
--Milton Friedman
what to do with it?
Happy Hour is a little different in the Soviet
--Karl Marx
Union. There are no ice cubes or orange peel
A drunkard is like a whiskey bottle, all neck and twists in the vodka. Also, it lasts all day.
...when the children of the sixties received their belly and no head.
--P. J. O’Rourke
--Austin 0 ’Malley
professorships and deanships they did not
abandon the dream of radical cultural
One death is a tragedy; a million deaths is a
transformation; They set out to implement it. Look atgovernmentalprogramsfor thepastfifv statistic.
--Joseph Stalin
Now instead of disrupting classes, they are years. Every single one- except warfare-teaching them; instead of attempting to destroy achieved the enact opposite of its announced
our educational institution physically they are goal.
We advocatethe removal of governmentfrom all
subverting themfrom within.
--Peter Drucker
fieldsofprivateenterprise exceptwhere necessary
--Roger Kimball
to develop natural resources in the common
I like a president who tells jokes instead of interest.
The ideal all Universitieswhich, as I conceive, appointing them.
--DemocraticNational Platform, 1992
--Bob Hope
should be places in which thought is free from
Experience teaches us to be on our guard to
fetters.
--Aldous Huxley
Successful hippies are on their way to running protect our liberty when government’spurposes
are beneficent.
this country.
--TimothyLeary
Experience is a school where a man learns what
--Louis Brandeis
a big fool he has been.
Although the Trustees never voted to end the I just hate healthfood.
--Josh Billings
--Julia Child
acceptance of ROTC scholarships, it is not
You don’t make the poor richer by making the unreasonable to say thatpressureplaced on the
Department of Defense by schools that have A child is a curly, dimpled lunatic.
rich poorer.
boycotted thc scholarshipsmay have influenced
--Ralph WaldoEmerson
--Winston Churchill
President Clinton’s decision to take a strong
It is more easy to be wise for others than for
Family life is the basisfor a strong community stance on the pressing issue.
--Paul Horan, Editor-in-Chief;The Tufts ourselves.
and a strong nation.
Daily
--Francois De la Rouchefocauld
--Bing Crosby

Republicans believe every day is the Fourth of
July, but Democrats believe every day is April
15.
--Ronald Reagan
Sit with a pretty girlfor an hour and it seems like
a minute; sit on a hot stove for a minute and it
seems like an hour-- that’s relativity.
--Albert Einstein

Thefreedom bus that went to Selma was never
intended to go to Sodom.
--Dick Bott

A fool can see no more his ownfolly than he can
see his ears.
-- William Thackeray

The act of writing is equivalent to masculine
masturbation (and so the female writer cuts
herselfout a paper penis)
--Helene Cixous

We should certainly have one of these. Indeed,
we do.
--William Jeanes, on the environment
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